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INTRODUCTION
_s The study o_ propeller noise is motivated by the need for both quiet and _ffl-
i cient propell_rs. Although analytical tool8 are currently available for predicting
the performance and noise of propellers (refs. I to 4), their merit and range of
I applicability ,,/st be determined by careful experiments. High-quality noise data
uncontaminated by facility background noise and re_le0tions must be obtained in an
! anechoic flow environment. The operational evaluation of a propeller test atand
(PTS) in an Open-Jet flow environment is the subject of this study.
Presented in this report are the results of operational proof tests of the PTS
in the quiet flow facility (QFF) of the Langley Aircraft Noise Reduction LabOratory
(ANRL). The PTS is an experimental test-bed for acoustic propeller research in the
:. quiet flow environment of the QF?. The purpose of these proof tests was to validate
thrust and torque predictionst to examine the repeatability of measurements on the
PTS, and to determine the e_fect of applying artificial roughness to the propeller
blades. Since a thrusting propeller causes an open jet to contract, the potential-
flow core was surveyed to examine the magnitude of the contraction. These measure-
ments are compared with predicted values. The predictions are used to determine
operational limitations for testing a given propeller design in the QFF.
Aerodynamic performance is predicted from a model based on blade element theory,
momentum theory, and the Goldstein-Lock tip relief correction (refs. 5 and 6). The
method requires that the aerodynamic characteristics of each blade station, or ele-
ment, be provided in order to predict the thrust and power coefficients (CT and Cp)
of the propeller. This method is described in appendix A. The basis for predictin _
the potential core radius is simple actuator disk theory, described in appendix B.
In this report, the PTS hardware and test setup in the QFF are dd_cribed, and
then the flow survey and aerodynamic results are presented. An acoustic experiment
was not performed since the purpose of this study was the elec_r_Ical and mechanical
evaluation of a new piece of experimental equipment in an open-Jet flow and the eval-
uation of propeller performance prediction codes.
• ' SYMBOLS
Dimensional quantities are presented in both the International System of Units
(SI) and U.S. Customary Units. Measurements and calculations were made in SI Units.
.i Abody area of the PTS centerbody
i Adisk area of propeller disk
_' Aj area of the Jet exit
A s upstream area of streamtube cross section that contracts to the propeller
' ::i tips at the disk plane
i AT total thrusting area, Adisk- Abody
.i
,i
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aV a axial component of Induced velocity (see thn nkotch in appnndIx A)
a'r0 azirm, thal oomponnnt of induced veloolty (she the skot0h in app..(1_x A)
B number of propnllor blades
b chord of prop.llor blade element
Cp power coef flciont, P/0n3dp 5
CT thrust coefflciont, T/pn2d 4
._ P
cd two-dimensional drag coefficient of propeller blade element
(see appendix A)
..-. c_ two-dimensional llft coefficient of propell_r blade element
i. (see appendix A)
d drag of airfoil section
. dbody diameter of PTS centerbody
__ dj Jet diameter
-" dp propeller diameter
E
[ '..
.- F tip correction factor
i---...
f factor in Prandtl-Betz correction
J advance ratio, Uj/ndp
lift of airfoil section
il n number of revolutions per second
i:-".
P propeller power
'5'
. p absolute pressure
Q propeller torque
,, q stagnation pressure minus static pressure, pUj2/2
R propeller radius
! .
;:_- r radial position of an elemental airfoil section of the propeller
i
ro potential-flow core radius at the propeller disk plane
rs upstream radius of the propeller streamtube
'_ Ar radial distance between the propellPr tips and the shear layer of the
potential-flow core of the Jet
propoll-r thrunt
U moan flow vnloolty
IIj J_t.-oxlt velocity
V voloclty aeronB propeller airfo_l nee:lea (coo apDondlx _)
• Va axial £1oW velocity (Ooo appendix _)
v axial flow velocity snuffed by propellnr momentum d_,nk (see appendix B)
" z dlstanco downfltroam of Jet exit planu
actual aerodynamic angle of attack of the propeller blade seotlon
(see appendix A)
geometric pitch angle of the propeller blade section (see appendix A)
k J/_nd
p air density
_ o solidity, bB/2_r
_,' # effective pitch angle of the propeller blade section (see appendix A)
./ Or angular velocity (see the sketch in appendix A)
_0r/2 induced angular velocity (see the sketch in appendix A)
• . Subscripts:
amb ambient value
max maximum
meas measured value
-' pred predicted
Abbreviations:
ANRL Aircraft Noise Reduction Laboratory
_ PTS propeller test stand
QFF quiet flow facility
rpm revolutions per minute
3
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DBBCRIPTION OF MODBL AND APPARATUS
Prnpnllo_ Tnnt Stand
h oahomatia of the PTS to nhnwn in _iOtrn 1. A _-_indor, 1.g3 m (76 in. ) long
and 0.2.29 m (g in.) in diamotor, hottflo0 a 50-hp wator-ooolod olnotrlc motor, whloh is
oontrollod by a solid-state variabh3-frequnnoy motor controller (400 ape max, 60 kV-AL
,. max power). The motor used in this toot was limitod to 40.7 N-m (30 ft-lb) of
torquo, and tho maximum spood was 8000 rpm. Tho motor, propoller, torquo m_toK, and
all t:otatlng parts arc nupportod by a thrust land c_ll which 18 aft of tho motor and
: grounded to the case. With this load path, the drag of the ontlro centorbody nacollo
was not registorod on th_ load cell. Torquo Is moasurod by an In-lino rotating-shaft
torque sonsor, which is isolated by two docoupl_rs.
It should be pointed out that a more powerful motor can be employed as long as
its physical size does not exceed 0.159 m (6.25 in.) in diameter and 0.457 m (18 in.)
in length.
Propeller
For the PTS evaluation, a two-bladed propeller design for use on an rpv
(remotely piloted vehicle) was used and is shown in figure 2. It has ARA airfoil
sections (7 percent at the tip, 9 percent at the root) and is 0.686 m (27 in.) in
diameter. This propeller was designed for a speed range typical of that available in
-;," the ANRL QFF. Geometric pitch angles of 5° and 17° were set at 0.85 of the blade
radius.
The propeller was first tested with smooth (polished) surfaces. Artificial
roughness was applied to the suction surfaces and then to the pressure surfaces to
examine the effect on propeller performance. The roughness was a nonstandard grit
with the largest size approximating no. 60. It was applied in a band, 2.5 mm
(I/10 in.) wide, 2.5 mm (I/10 in.) downstream of the leading edges.
•' Quiet Flow Facility
; The experimental setup in the QFF is shown in figure 3. No attempt was made to
perserve the anechoic characteristics of the room, since no acoustic measurements
were made during this test. The 1.22-m (4-ft) diameter circular nozzle currently has
i a maximum velocity of 36.6 m/s (120 ft/s), that is, Mach 0.11. It exhausts verti-
cally into an anechoic room of dimensions 6.1 x g.1 x 7.0 m high (20 × 30 x 23 ft
high) between the wedge tips. Fief/re 4 is a sketch of the PTS in the QFF.
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
.:,,,,. Data Acquisition and Int_tt_/mentation
• Vor each of the test conditions outlined in table I, the following measurements
I
.. were made (see fig. 5 for complete instrumentation diagram). Outputs from four
accelerometers placed on the centerbody were recorded for vibrational analyses. The
" thrust, torque, and rpm outputs wore recorded on analog tape for vibrational analyses
as well as stored in a computer for aerodynamic performance calculations. A micro-
phone was placed in the chamber for ,liatlnostic use. The air tPt_erature in tht: noz-
4
_
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role ple_um, the stagnation mlnu_ _he _t_tio pressure 00102 m (4 in.) inside the no_-
role tip _t tho exit pl_.ne (q), and th_ _mbient pream_re (pamb) in the _.nachoic room
WerQ measured and stored in the eon%0utnr. Finally 4 plier static tube was used in
oonJunctlon with a _teppin_ motor to survey thn potential core of the Jet 0.15 n_
(6 in, ) upstream and downstream of the propeller disk plane, Those measurements
provided the necessary data to evaluate the performance o_ the PTS, propeller, and
QPP together and to vallaoto pr_diotlono descrlbod in appondlxos ;% and B.
Data Reduction and Presentation
The data were obtained by Increaslng the rpm and then decreasing it through the
desi=ed range for the particular propeller blade pitch angle and forward velocity.
The measured thrust and to_que have been corrected for electrical and mechanical
tares (which resulted from th@ body weight and the torque required to spln all but
the blades). The thrust data were also corrected for the spinner d_ag, which was
very small and varied almost linearly with velocity over the velocity range with a
slope of 0.401 N/(m/s) (0.0275 ib/(ft/s)). This resulted in a drag of 14.7 N
, (3.3 Ib) at the maximum velocity. The thru,t and torque data have undergone two
purges. One purge, described in appendix B, was necessitated by the potential core
contraction at high thrust values. The o_her purge resulted from the thrust meter
tare shifting continuously during the early phases of these testS. This purge is
discussed in appendix C. The cause oE the continuous Shift was determined to be
mechanical friction in the shaft bearing and load cell assembly and was rectifiable.
i_ The air density p, which was calculated from the ambient pressure and the ple-
_' hum temperature, was used to calculate the Jet velocity as well as to nondimension-
alize the thrust and poWer coefficients. All data presented are nondimensionalized.
Aerodynamic data are presented in terms of the thrust and power coefficients versus
propeller advance ratio (J = U/n%). Flow survey results are presented in terms of
U/Uj versus radial position in nozzle diameters.
Six conditions were repeated up to three times during the test program to exam-
ine the repeatability of the data. The rear shaft bearing temperature was recorded
_' as an approximate indicator of the length of time that the PTS was operating. Gener-
ally the thrust and torque decrease slightly with increasing rear bearing tempera-
• ture. However, in all casu the thrust- and torque-coefficient variation was less
than 0.004. The size of the test-point symbols representing the performance data
reflect the size of this uncertainty.
FLOW SURVEY RESULTS
A primari concern when testing a propeller in an open-Jet facility is the posi-
t. tion of the Jet shear layer with respect to the propeller blade tips. This problem
is analyzed in appe,_dix B, in which it is shown that the radial extent of the poten-
tial core is affected both by the centerbody, which expands the core, and b_ the
propeller thrust, which contracts it. The effect of the centerbody has been included
in the analysis.
! <
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_f_eot of the Centerbody on the Poten£1a! Core
i i
The e_e_t of the oent_rbodM alo.o on the radlue of the potontlal core i_ .hewn
in figure 6. Th0 location of the knee (o_ outside edg_) of the potential sore _o
:, was mnasured at a few positions downstream of the jet oxlt with and without the cen-
torbody in the _low. _t can be concluded from the _iguro that th@ cent_rbod¥ had a
small favorable efEeo_ on the extent oS the potential corn, This is expected _fld is
shown in the analysis.
i The voloolty distribution in the potential sore itsel_ was measured 0.15 m
i (6 in. ) upstream and downstream of the plane o£ the propeller di_k without the pro-
i poller installed. The velocity profiles were nondlmensionallzed by the _et exit
} velocity, and the radial distance, by the Jet diameter. Measurements were made at
• 19.5, 30, and 36.6 m/s (64, 98, and 120 ft/s). All velocity profiles collapsed well
when normalized by U • The profiles upstream of :he propeller disk location are
given in figure 7, an_ tho_e downstream, in figure 8. The radii of the centerbody
! and propeller are also indicated in the figures. These profiles are representative
}% of the data taken at all velocities. The flow deceleration and a_eleration around
! ! the body are clearly seen in the vicinity of the centerbody (r/d_ - 0.I), and the
_ oenterbody influence extends only out to r/dj - 0.19. Also of _ote in figure 7 is
i that the potential core extends to about r/dj ffi0.45. This number is slightly
i larger than the value measured without the centerbody in the flow (see fig. 6).
.... Effect of Propeller on the Potential Core
_ The jet was surveyed to locate the knee (or outside edge) of the potential core
i _ for comparison with the predictions given by equations (B5) and (B8). The measured
i ! profiles are given in figure 9 for a blade pitch angle of 5- and in figure 10 for a
i_. blade pitch angle of 17°. The solid line represents the profile measured 0.15 m
_ i (6 in. ) upstream of the propeller disk plane, and the open symbols, the profile mea-
_ sured 0.15 m (6 in.) downstream of the propeller disk plane. The swirl component of
-, I the propeller slipstream velocity precludes exact measuremen_ of the total velocity
< behind the propeller when using a nonaligning pitot static tube_ however, the data of
interest lie outside the slipstream and in the vicinity of the potential core knee.
! To obtain the knee location at the disk plane, the upstream and downstream knee loca-
i:. tions are averaged.
Noted in figures 9 and 10 by an upward arrow _s the average of the upstream and
i_:_, downstrea_ locations of the potential core knee. Also noted in the figures is the
!_.. predicted knee location (ro/djpred). Table II summarizes the predicted values, the
. measured values, and the error in percent. The average difference between the mea-
sured and predicted location of the knee is less than 5 percent with the prediction
"_._ consistently underestimating the actual (measured) value.
_ !
-!:i The largest errors (greater than 7 percent) in the predicted location of the
! potential core knee may have been caused by errors in the measured thrust, and thus
._I...i in CT, under particular conditions. In appendix B, bounds were established on pro-
' ,i pellet performance for which meaningful aerodynamic data can be obtained [see
, _. eq. (B12)). For the propeller used in this study, this criterion is CT/J2 < 0.633.
:_ If the three cases in table II for which CT/J_ > 0.633 are excluded, the average
...! error is less than 3 percent. Thus the criterion of equation (B12) is a useful tool
in determining possible limitations when testing a given propeller under various
,? operating conditions in the QFF.
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Thrust and torque data for runs where o_/d _ exceeded 0.633 wars purged frQm
the data base,
A_RODYNAMXC PRRPORMP_CI_
R.ynQ1d. Numb. r
An oxamlnatlon o£ the o£_oot o_ Roynold. number was attomptsd by placing qrlt at
the 10 porcont chord on the propollor blades. This grit IS £ntondod to ornato turhu-
font £1ow ovor the blados, and thut] simulato thn £1ow on _ull-so_lo propollol,_o,
_oplotted in figure 11 are tho data for a blade pitch anole of 5 • with surSacos
smooth (polish_d), the suction _u_£aoOs roughened, and both the suction and the
pressure surfaces roughened. Similar results _or a blade pitch anglo o_ 17 • are
: given in Sicjure 12 for two velocities. In general, the grit reduced the thrust (by
about 11 percent at 17°). This dramatic reduction of CT is apparently due to a .
reduction in the section lift coefficient cp as shown by equation (A3). The ad.dition of grit can erode the lift of an airfoi_ section in two ways. First, a typl
sally low Reynolds number (500 000 based on the chord) coupled with a large grit siz_
could result in a loss of lift and an increase in drag. Using a smaller grit size
may eliminate this problem. Second, the boundary layer resulting from the gi'it may
"" significantly change the effective airfoil shape and consequently alter its lift
characteristics. It is conceivable that a thin turbulent boundary layer is not
attainable at these Reynolds numbers_ since a small grit is not sufficient to trip
the boundary layer and a large grit adversely changes the effective airfoil shape or
: causes flow distortions (re£. 7). Thus a model-scale airfoil with a laminar boundary
: : layer may more closely represent a full-scale airfoil with a turbulent boundary
layer.
-: The torque also decreased with the addition of grit, because of diminished sec-
tion lift, but the magnitude of the change was less than 5 percent at a blade pitch
angle of 17°.
When both surfaces were roughened, little or no additional change was registered
-'¢ in the thrust, but the torque continued to decrease slightly.
J_
Comparison With Performance Predictions
The performance predicted from the method outlined in appendix A is plotted on
figures 13 and 14 for blade pitch angles of 5° and 17°. In general, the predictions
agreed well with the measured data. In all cases, the prediction agreed better with
the smooth blade performance.
EVALUATION OF RESULTS
-, The results of the flow survey and potential core "knee" prediction indicate a
clear limitation (eq. (B12)) on the propeller conditions that can be tested on the
-' PTS in the QFF. However, this limitation is not severe. Equation (B12) indicates
that the upper bound on CT/J2 depends on the centerbod X and Jet-eMit diameters as
well as the propeller diameter. This upper bound (Cr,'.7=)mex is given as a function
of propeller diameter for the PTS in the QFF in figure 15. As expected, smaller
propellers can be operated at higher disk thrust loadlngs for a fixed advance ratio
:' J. This allows sufficient potential core beyond th_ propeller tips to simulate free-
7
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et_e_m oenditit_u_l, _l_of e_ller propeller d!ametere pe_mlt hlqher p_er 1Qadings
(har_ep_e_/di_meter _) to b_ _,mul_ted. l_ prQ_enl_ the maxt, mum p_wer eor th_ te_t-,
bed i_ 50 hp (Intermittent duty) _ BOO0 r_, _IthQugh thi_ can be inure_e_, on the
; other hand, dnur_lu_ the dlom_ter r_d_oe_ th_ n_xlmum helloal tip M_h n_mb_r
•i att_i_ahl. (which i_ of Import_ne_ in aeou_tlc to_tlng), eiflae thn n_Imum rot_tlnnal
... _p@nd at_in_b_o i_ 8000 _pm and jot-exlt v_loalty in 36,6 m/_ (I_0 _/_), The _xl-
mum 11_li_l tip Maoh number _tt_Inablo wi_.h this t._t_hod a_ a funati_n of p_opol].oc
- I dlamoto_ i_ .hewn in _i,_lr_ 1G, Two other o_afllde_ation_ whon tos_Ing a _nnailor
.! di_motor p_op_].io_ _o tho _oynol,ds numbn_ and tho _io of. p_opollo_ di_m_tor, to
,,' n_cnllo dlamntor.
'i
'i At a nomln_l value o_ 7000 rlm__.or a Inodo_ate!.vloa_od propollo_, the olnotrlc
"_ motor dollve_o up to 40 hp. With _ 0,6?-m (_.2-_t) diameter _ro_ol._or (which allowe
tip Hath numbers o_ Interest), a m_xlaum powor loading o_ 8.3 hp/ft _ (to a_ high ao
15 hp/_t 2 with a large motor) Is ob_alned, Figure 17 indlcatee the class of airora_t
whoso propolle_8 scale for t@_ting on the _T8 in the _?F. In thi0 fig01_e_,a sample
s_t oE alrcra_t are simply classified by the maximum n_m_er oE passengers they carry
•". (ref. 8). The _ower plant and propeller together are described by the 9ower loading.
Roughly I hp/ft _ is required per passenger. Thus with the present motor in the PTS,
nominally 10-passenger aircraft and smaller can b@ scaled for an acoustic test in the
'; CONCLUDING REMARKS
=-m. i
.-_ Operational proof tests have been performed on a propeller test stand (PTS) in
:i the quiet flow facility of the Langley Aircraft Noise Reduction Laboratory The PT8
,!_ iS an experimental test-bed for quiet propeller research. Flow surveys upstream and
"I downstream of a propeller mounted on the PTS show that the propeller caused the
potential flow core to contract by an amount tha_ is well predicted b_ actuator digk
-="_'_! theory. The same theory indicates that propeller operation at which meaningful aero-
i dynamic data can be obtained is limited according to
_ CT
"ff< Constant
where CT is thrust coefficient, J is advance ratio, and the constant depends on
the diameters of the propeller and Jet. _nother limitation is motor power; however,
" power can be increased as long as the motor can be housed in the PT8 centerbody.
, _ Thrust and torque coefficients measured on the PTS were repeatable within 0.004.
The coefficients measured with smooth propeller blades (no grit) agreed well with
predictions from a model based on blade ele_lent theory, momentum theory, and the
'.,' Goldstein-Lock tlp relief correction. The addition of grit to the blades decreased
propeller thrust.
"_ Langley Research Center
: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
'-._ Hampton, VA 23665
... AUgUst 10, 1982
: /'
8
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ORIQINALPA(tlEIS
oF POORqUALiTY
APPRND_X A
PROPeLLeR P_RPOI_ANC_ PR_DIC_!ON
Blmdo _Immo_ Thoory
_ho l_t _nd dCa_ on nn elemental two-d£mon_ionnl nic£o_l nootJ, an _co wcitton(ro_. 1)
1 V2cabBr (A:_)
The Lift and drag coefficient8 can be obtained in many ways; for the computation
made heroin, these coefficients wore obtained from reference 2 for the ARA air£oil
soction.
Prom equations (At) and (A2) and the propeller operating conditions, the force_
-,:. in the axial direction (thrust) and the circumferential, or azimuthal, direction
(torque) can be obtained for each elefnent of the blad_ (see sketch) :
I
_T _ _ p_b Or B(o_ cos ¢ - cd sin ¢) (A3)
1 p_br Or S(c_ sin ¢ + c d cos ¢) (A4)
' / r:a'r_
r_
Here the unknowns are the actual inflow velocity V and the angle ¢ of the flow
into each station. The uncertainty comes from the induced velocity V i due to the
wake vortex. At each station, the inflow velocity is written as a function of the
APPRNDI_ /_
induced velocity ratio a' or _, _hu_ the inf.low to thn propAllnr eeotlon san be
wri_nn
t + _ 1 - _' (AS)
Whon oq1_atlon (_) i. nuhn_itu_nrl _n_o 0qua_io.n (A3) _nd (A4), An nxproon_on _.
ob_a|,n0,_fo_ tho thrust and torqun 4n tore0 of th0 unknowns a (or a') and _,
_T _ !2 PVA
_ OVa s£n 2 _b
F,arly atto_pt_ to obtain oxpr_ssions _or _he unknowns cams from axial and angular
momentum si;atsments which yield (re£. I)
a..L ,,, 0 C_ COS ¢ - Cd sin ¢ (;%8)
1 + a 4 sln2_
a* _ c_ sin _ + cd sos
= _ sln ¢ cos ¢ (A9)
i The third relationship between a, a', and _ comes from the geometric relationship
--_,: Va(1 + a)
tan _5= CJr(1 - a') (AIO)
/
With an initial estimate of effective pitch angle ¢0' eqttations (AS), (A9),
and (A10) are solved iteratively for each blade section. The values for a or a'
_ and _ are substituted into equations (A6) and (&7), and the results are summed over
the blade radius to calculate the thrust and torque.
Tip Relief Corrections
The above procedure for obtaining propeller performance is called blade element
'"_ theory and ham been used extensively for prop_ller design and analysis. Initially to
account for the three-dimenslonal effect, aspect ratio corrections were mad_ to c_
; and cd, These corrections were later replaced by the tip relief correction, which
'i_- originated (ref. 1) _or _ixed wing applications, This correction gave good results
"_ for small advance ratios or for a large number of b',ades. The correction was written
2 -I
F = _ cos f (A11)
10
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where_
Goldsteln (ref. 5) obtained the exact solution (Incompreeslblo) for the downwash
across the propeller span, and Look (ref. 6) cast theQe results in a _ormat conve-
nient for use in blade element theory. The Ooldsteln-Lock correction has the _.orm
e ,_ K(_,r/R_S) (J15)
cos2¢
where K(¢,r/R,B) has been tabulated. The OOldstein-Loek correct!_r _ _llca_
in cases where the propeller is not heavily loaded and has a _',_ * _,., uf blades.
For the computations made herein, the Goldstein-Look oorreo_ .: -:_used.
Nonuniform Inflow
Typical propeller operat_,_n occurs in a radially nonunifoT_ inflow environment.
This can be taken into account by modifying Va by a factor Tepresenting the percent
of the uniform stream that the propeller section is experiencing. The inflow to the
propeller is modeled by a panel method computer program that calculates the flow
around the spinner, shroud, and nacelle of the PTS. This correction has also been
applied to the predictions contained herein.
11
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APPRND_X B
PRRDICTION OF PO'PRNg,'I_OORE KNEE PO_TION
Aotuator dtok theory _._ unod to dow.,_lopa rolatlon_hlp _or the nxtont o_ the ',I
poton_.In! core at thn propeller dlok plane. From actuator d,lnk theory,
,. 20ATV(rl.J + v) (_I)
where v is the velocity added by the propeller at the disk plane. Rquation (BI) Is
solved for v yioldlnq
v = -uj+  u02+ 2T/0A (B2)
2
Wlth the radial and circumferential velocity components at the disk plane
neglected, the mass continuity equation can be approximated by
where As is the area of the streamtube, which contracts to the area of the pro-
peller at the disk plane as shown in the sketch_
peller Plane !
•_ Adisk Abod7-- A T .... ,
Substituting equation (B2) into (B3) yields
AsU_ = A_ + _ uj
Prom the definitions
4
T = pn"dp CT
12
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Qquatio_ (B41 can b_ writtQn
_'TT" 2 + p,TJ2
(S5)
: The ratio on the left side represents the contraction of the slipstream due to the
addition of momentum at the disk plane. AS CT approaches 0, this ratio
approaches I.
Now assume that the distance between the propeller streamtube and the shear
layer of the potential core remains fixed as the fluid passes by the propeller. This
distance is given by
Ar = h2 " rs (B6)
where
A
S
r i -- (BY)
s
and As is given by equation (B5).
ThuS, the radius of the potential core at the disk plane is given by
r =dp+ r (BS)
o 2 s
and it is this predicted value that appears in figures 9 and 10 and in table If.
For the present experiment and for future tests in the QFF, equation (BS) can
also be used in the following way. First, it can be rewritten
If ......ld 2 8dp2CTs . ! + 1 + (B9)
where ds represents the diameter of the streamtube at the Jet exit that contracts
to the diameter of the propeller at the disk plane. For the QFF, ds must be less
than dj = 1.22 m (4 ft). However, there are two other factors to consider. By the
13
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_PPk-_IDIX B
motion of visoooity, thn potnntial morn i_ redua_d to 88 pnronnt of It_ exit diamotor
•; by the time the flow ro_ohn_ the plan_ of the disk. _urth_rmore, to nlimlnat_ the
need for omplrioal oorr¢_otion _aotors, roforonon I roaomm_n,ls a m_rgin of about
30 percent of dj bc_twoon the propn].lo_ tip and th_ shnar layn_r. Thus,
,_ < (0,aa)(0.?0)dj (_10)
With this guid_lino and the relation_hip of propeller th_st in produaing oon-
traotion (oq. (B9)), we oan establlsh bounds on propeller p(_rfor_no_ _or which mean- "
ingful aorodynamlc data can be obtainods
" > + 1 + (Bll1
dp -
From this relationship, we obtain
;' ))"-a, " <""
( For the propeller tested on the PTS in the QFF, this relationship becomes
CT
j--_ < 0.633 (B13)
Data that did not meet this criterion were purged from the data base.
O;_i_.,li_,-,IL.'_i6r, tli
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APPENDIX C
DISCUSSION OF DATA PURGE DUE TO MECHANICAL FRICTION
Since the thrust tares varied unprndickably yet parsistently during the test
program, it is necessary to analyze and bound the uncertainties in the thrust data.
The thrust ,_oe_iciont i8 calculated via
T Tmeas" Ttares
CT m 4 u pn2d 4pn2dp P
The change in CT caused by an error in the offset may be estimated in the
following way:
_ (offset) = pn2d 4P
Since the density p and the diameter _ are fixed, the error in iCTs causedby the error in the offset depends only on the motor rps setting n; that ,
IAcTI= A(°ffset)Ip2 d 4P
The offset error is arbitrarily set at 4.4 N (1 lb). This is a maximum value
and was chosen based on the behavior of the I_PS during a single run of the experi-
ment. The maximum tolerable error in CT is chosen to be 5 percent of the full-
scale ordinate value on the plots (e.g., if (C_)full_scale_ = 0.15, then
ACT = 0.008). Data were thus purged when
4 (Offset)
P
or when
n < IIA(°_fset)I (cI)
In this way the uncertainties in CT caused by the mechanical design problems
are limited to less than 0.004 for a blade pitch angle of 5° and less than 0.008 for
a blade pitch angle o_ 17".
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TABLE ZI.- MEASURED AND PREDICTED POSITIONS O%' THE POTENTIAL CORE KNEE
Pitch m/s U Position, ro/d jangle _ft/s) rpm J CT/J2 Error,
Measured Predicted percent
• ' ' - ,J i ,
5 ° 12 (40) 3006 0.361 0.11 0.44 0.44 0
o 5005 .218 .95 .43 .40 7
° 7000 .158 2.32 .41 .36 12.2
18 (60) 4006 .403 .04 .45 .45 0
_ : 6006 .269 .51 .44 .42 4.5
7501 .217 1.04 .42 .39 7.1
: 24 (80) 6007 .357 .16 .45 .44 2.2
7927 .271 .55 .43 .42 2.3
Average ....... 4.4
17° 18 (60) 2005 0.80 0.04 0.46 0.45 2.2
4000 .399 .64 .43 .41 4.7
27 (90) 3499 .686 .13 .45 .44 2.2
4500 .533 .31 .45 .43 4.4
5500 .437 .54 .43 .42 2.3
36.6 (120) 4000 .795 .08 .45 .45 0
6000 .528 .33 .45 .43 4.4
7400 .432 .60 .41 .41 0
..... ....... m
Average ....... 2.5
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!:- A-A
; _igure I.- Diagram of the components in the centerbody of the propeller
_:. test stand (PTS).
7,
-;.. _ f..--Developed planform
.06S6m(.a25_t)_
_' _'_ ,2845 m (.933 fl) _]
Figure 2.- Propeller used during the PTS evaluation.
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BLACKAND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
Propeller
FIOw survey apparatus
i
QFF 1.22-m (4-ft) verticaljet
Figure 3.- Experimental setup in ANRL.
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OF POOR QffALITY
.... Figure 4.- Sketch of the QFF with the PTS installed.
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OF po01l QUALI_I_
l, I II
.. _'__
'' : O Potential core radiuswith no centerbody
.2 - D Potential core radius with PTS centerbody
0 I 2 3
zldj
Figure 6.- Effect of the centerbody on the extent of the potentlal core region.
_ U = 30 m/s (98.4 ft/s).
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t._ - OF POOR QUALITY
¢1
," oo
• _..6
o
°4 "
¢b
.2 ¢b
_, Centerb=odyvradius Propeller tip radius Oo_
0'0. ,1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8
Radial position in jet diameters, r/d 1
Pigure 7.- Representative velooity profile 0.15 m (6 in.) upstream
-i_ / of propeller disk location.
1.2--
1,0
_L 0
.8 0
_ .6
0
.4
0
0
,2 0
" Centerb_dy radius Propeller tip radius oO
.. O.o.,,,, I , , ,, 1,, ,._..l ,,,, 1,,,, I,, _, I,t .2 ,3 ,4 .5 ,6
5" Radial position in jet diameters, r/dj
Figure 8.- Representative velocity profile 0.15 m (6 in.) downstream
: of propeller disk location.
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3,(:--
RUN31
Cyrus= 0,014
;_'_ Arp,.._19,7 .cm( 7,8 In, )
2,0 -,---- upotroom
o=omoadown=troam
5"
•_ 1,5
I
: 1,0
Centerb;dy radius Proteller tip radius
.., O, , , i .2 .3 .4 ,5 .6
Radial position in jet diameters, r/d i
(a) Uj = 12 m/s (40 ft/s)z 3000 rpm.
" 3,0-
RUN 31
CTmu== 0.045
2.5 &rp_= 14.1 ¢m( 5,6 in, )
r./dj_._=O,397
2.0 O_ooor° -,-,- upstream
_o_oo downstream
: _" 0 0
o
: ..,g
" Centerb_peller t!p radius _i_°o
", , ,YI i " o
'o. .I ,2 .3 .4 ,s ---,e
Radial position in jet diameters, r/dj
(b) gj = 12 m/s (40 ft:,/B)l 5000 rpm.
Figure 9.- Potential core surveys Eor blade pitch angle of 5e.
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,b
Centerbodyrodius Propellertip rodius
0.o. ____,, ,,._,'_l,,,, I ,.,,, _'.-_-.,-J .i!1 ,2 - .3 ,4 . .. ... .e
Rodiol position in jet diometers, r/dj
Lc) Uj = 12 m/s (40 ft/s); 7000 rpm.
30--
RUN 32
C_m_,= 0.006
2.5 Arp_=20.5 cm( 8,1 in. )
rJdj_=0.449
upstream
2,0 ooa_eodownstreom
1,5
_3
1.0
: overage v_o
5 i Centerb,dyrodius ProIpellertip rodius _%a_O..
%[ '- i 2 ,t .4 ._ .
Rediol position in jet diameters, r/d 1
(d) Ut = 18 m/s (60 ft/B); 4000 rpm.
l,'tqur_ q.- Contlnuo_l,
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3.0.--
RUN 32
Clmoo_ 0.037
2,h Arp,i¢_,16,13 ¢m( 0,5 in, )
r,/dj_N,_0,4 | 7
,----- upstream
: 2,0 _ downstream
:i)
,_. 1,5
2"_ o
O
!-', O
• Centerbody radius Propeller tip radius _o
;" - _ ¢b
0 :-_ L., L_I.._-, !! ''' '-I , ,,, _., ,_OOblO. ,1 ,2 .3 ,4 ,:_ .6
R_dic_l position in jet diameters, r/dj
:: (e) (lj <:, 18 m/s (6(1 ft'.,/s)r 6000 rpm.
; 3,0-
RUN 32
Cv_=_ 0.049
2.5 Ar_=13.7 cm( 5.4 in. )
, r./d_=0.393
': 2.0 od__oo.. .----- upstreamomoooodownstream
O
_ -,_ t.5 o
lo.-_i
•" Centerbody radius Propeller tip radius --%^_L_<p
l
•,. o7 " " ,i ,2 .3 ,4 ,5 .6
Radial position in jet diameters, r/d i
(f) Ill _'- ltJ m/8 (tiO ft/n)i 7500 rpm,
=: Ptqtlre _I,- t'Oill' Llitit'll,
21
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•' .1,,0....
RUN 33
' C_mm,'.0.020
"_ _r_,u"19,3_m( I,6In,)
,;,/dj1_"0,439
" _,o -=-- upstream
or,acxx=_downstream
1,0 t' ,.... o
alerag__o
,5
"" Centerb_dy radius Propeller tip radius _o¢1_
,t ,_ ,_ .4 .5 .e
R_diol position in jet. diameters, r/dj
_ , (_,1) t1_ ,, 24 m/_ (RO t't/_); 8000 rpra,
=
= r_i: ,
, 3.0 -
-..; RUN 33
C_._o=-- 0,040
2.5 &r_= 16,4 ¢m( 6,4 in, )
" r_/d_lww=0.4_16
;--_ 20 -- upstreOm
_doWnstreem
"_ 1,5 o
"-} o o
1,U ..... i - i_ j i
aver
,5
" Centerbid , radius Prol_ellertip radius _:_o
._, L_LLi_,.-L.l._ .li .,._L[l.H..=.L.I..*-.L_._L_
°o ,t ;, .,_ 4 _ e
Rodiul po:;ition in it,t di,_,,,t¢,,s,t /,ti
: _ y
2 _ . ;I , ................._ :._,.;;.............................::-...........=i_:;f:_,.: ..........;;.,:::::...................................................................... ................... :::.................
• . ._ :, .... I',. ':1 ., ,,' _-o . . " . , ,, . .... _,_ . , ' ., . " ,,_
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RUN 37
C_,,w,- 0,025
2,5 &rpr_r_20,5 cm( 8,1 in, )
r,/d_=0,449
2,0 --i--upstream
. m_oo_ dOwnI_traam
:3
1.0 - n_ -T ............I
Centerbody radius Propeller tip
V_ , t, I
0,0 .J._L.4.-L-J,-_.L_L..J--J-J,..-L.L.L-L- l ........,1 ,2 ,3 .4 ,5 _ .6
Radial position in jet diameters, r/d I
(a) t_j '-, 1e m18 (60 £t/s)t 2000 r_,
3.0 _-
1". RUN 37
.. . CT,Nm= 0,103
2.5 &r_= 15,8 cm( 6.2 in, )
rV%,d=0.411
• ,' 2,0 I upstream
eoo_ downstream
1.5 o
o
. 1.o .... ooa_,s:c,=.,,,,.,_-_,
l %\
overocje ¢_
,5
Centerbody radius Proll)eller tip radius _..,f
%..L,U_.=_.tL..,LJ_!, I..._LJ.._Z_L.;.3' I_L L .I___.I.4._ .6
R_]dictlposition in let ditlmeters, r/d i
(b) Lt.t '--:lt_ m,l_ (hi) ff/_)l 4000 t'pm.
l"[qXtt't' 10.- Pt+tt'ltttilt I'o1"I_ _ltt'Vt+y_l fay hla4t' pitch (11tq1_+t+f 17° .
2q
'............- .....:........:'_........: ...." :_:; : :i;_..........: ..........:: : _.. .: :........ i
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RUN _8
C_ s_ 0,061
2.5 Ar_w_,lg,5 cm( 7,7 in. )
• . [ r,/djl=H_' 0,442
:' _,0 --.--- upstream
comma down_,troom
:. _ 1,5
1.0 ,0 , _ - _ ..... ,,,.,J- ,....
; _ °ier°9 ,\: ,5
i Centerbody radius Propeller tip rod,us _'o o
")/ Radial position in jet diameters, r/dj
!-_,.,,: (el Uj = 27 raze (90 ft/s)t 3500 rpm.
" 3.O--
RUN 38
;i_ CT._ = 0.088
,.'i' 2.5 Ar_N= 18.0 cm( 7. I in. )
.. r./dlwN=O.429
I
i=_?' 2,0 upstreamocmmmdownstream
' D
, _ 1.5
i :.; a
. .I_L
- , I [ I I
,'i' e__(
i H*/
i._ OV
Centerbody radius Propeger tip radius I_c 0
,,.., °
O.O...L._j , 1 , ,,_ i_.l_J__J i _ •_I o I;. ,t ,2 .3 ,4 .6
i, Rodiol position in jet diometers, r/d i
(_) LIj ,= 27 m/s (90 f_/s)l 4500 rl_t.
,' _'IL_re I0.- Contlnuo_4.
30
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. 3,0-
i ,, RUN 38
Ct_m _ 0,104
2,5 Arp_16,4 crn( 6,5 in. )
;! ._rJdjl_N=O,416
L
2,0
' _ downstream
!,
'" _
i. _
; . _ 1,5
i.,' _ o
_' 0
,Oh
•_ 1.0 -- i .... --: " -m ,
. overage ".oc_k
%i, ,5
Prevailer tip radius ,,_,,1_
! Centefbody radius
V I ,,, , I L, I , I 1I , i i i i I i i I I I i
°'o. .2 ,4 .s ,s
Redid position in jet diameters, r/dj
, (e) [Tj = 27 In/8 (90 ft/s); 5500 rpmo
#.
i -
i-' 3.o-
_'. RUN 39
J
C%_,= 0,048
2,5 &r_re_=20,1 cm( 7.9 in. )
:_ r,/% =0,446
' ----- upstream
; 2.o commadownstream
,q,,_
:3
1,0 ...... nd=_m_{_m_ee_-___J_ .:L- _ :_J_,i
,_ overag
,5
CenterbodYvradius Prol_eller tip radius '_oo
O.o__L.L_--L_LLL.I_L...L___ I I , ,__ L! , , , , 1 ,I ,2 ._ ,4 ,s ,s
Radial position in jet diameters, r/dj
.. (f) I1i = :16.(km/s (120 ftJ's); 4000 r_'_t.
Pi_r,tt'O10 .- (]olltilltled°
31
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RUN 39
CT,m= 0.093
,. 2,5 &r_=17,8 cm( 7,0 in.)
' r./dj =0.428
'i ..--.. upstream
i 2.0 - ooooomdownstream
1.5
¢c=_=====m_=o
'+ ........ _L._._.I.... _.J_+=I4mBI L
1.0 • n ,, ........ el,)-_
:, average
"! Centerbo+dyradius Propeller tip radius _+o
v, t' ,, ,, N
, 0.0., , , , .I , , , I , , , I , i t , I t +1.I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
Radial position in jet diameters, r/dj
(g) Uj = 36.6 m/s (120 ftj's)t 6000 rpmo
+ Figure 10.- Concluded.
o
+'x_
_,p+
!
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CT Cp RUN
:_ .075- _ 0 30 Smooth surfaces
- _ 0 48 Suction slde grit
L A E) 54 Two sides grit
_ .050
.025
._;- 0".1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
' Advance ratio
Figure 11.- Effect on aerodynamic performanoe o@ adding grit to blade with 5°
of pitch, gj = 24 m/s (80 ft/s).
"t
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CT Cp RUN
.150- Z_ 0 38 Smooth surfoces
" & Q 50 Su¢tlon side grit
A E) 56 Two sides grit
' 0".3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
Advance ratio
(a) uj = 27 m/s (90 ft/s).
CT Cp RUN
•150 -- Z_ 0 39 Smooth surfaces
' Z_ Q 51 Suction_ side.grit
& ® 57 Two sides grit
_).050- "____
L)
m
:.' • • • • •
Advance ratio
(b) Uj = 36.6 m/s (120 ft/s).
Figure 12.- Effect on aerodynamic performance of adding grit to
blade with 17= of pitch.
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CT Cp RUN
.075- A O 30 Smooth surfaces
- A O 48 Suction slde grit
..- _ A ® 54 Two sides grit
.050 -- --._ Prediction
_. (,_ .025
°'.I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
_: Advance ratio
_igure 13.- Measured and predleted aerodynamic perfformance fforblade pltch
angle o_ 5°. Uj = 24 m/s 180 ft/s).
L
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Cr Cp RUN
.150 -- _, 0 38 Smooth surfaces
." _ Q 50 Suction slde grit
- ,_ ® 56 Two sides grlt(,0
"--- --- Predlctlon
c 100-- &
• "-_t_.__ -
_ -
_ .
," 0.050 -- ,,
0
m
m
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8
-- Advance rotio
, (=) uj = 2"tm/s (90 tt/s).
,.,' C r Cp RUN
.150 -- "_ 0 39 Smooth surfoces
m
"- _ _ 0 51 Suction side grit
- _ 0 57 Two sides gritm &
-*-' " ---- --- Predictionc .100 --
¢)
e_
0
_--
Q)
0.050 --
-
==
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8
.., Advance ratio
. (b) Uj = 36.6 m/s (120 f'c/s).
Figure 14.- Measured and predicted aerodynamic performance _or blade pitch
'_;' angle of 17 °.
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Propeller diameter,ft
2,0 2, I 2,2 2,3 :Z,4 2,5 2,6
, i t i i i i I i , i i t i i , g , I _ I I 'l I_"r-FT_
,, ,
,6 ,7 .8
Propeller diameter, m
Figure 15.- Vropeller operational Itmltatlon for the PTS in the Q_F.
Propeller diameter, ft
2,0 2.1 2,2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2,6
,9 , , ' + i , _ ' ' i ' + + + I + + ' _ I ;' ' ' I ' ' ' _
O
.9- .6
L l _.... i , I .J
.5 I L . I
,6 ,7 .8
Propeller diameter, m
• T,'igure16.- Maximum tip Mach humbler atta|nable with the PTS.
Uj = 36.6 m/s (120 ft/s)l 7000 rpm.
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25-
m
Ei ="i
, 0
.-- 20 --
"10 .
.
Q.
• 0) 15 --
,..;-i O0 pr- Turboprop
_-,. 10-- 13 0
8
• _ _ 12]%J
: OoI I i I 5I I i I i I l l I I I l I'''l l I I I I i1510 15 20 2
.:.; Maximum number of passengers
Figure 17.- Propeller power loading for a sample of general aviation aircraft.
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